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NEW UPDATE 

On 19 December 2013 council officers and representatives from DIER met on site with local 

property owners, representatives of council's external traffic advisory group, Alderman Armitage 

and Alderman McKendrick.   The design - to increase the width of the central traffic island and 

create a staggered crossing - met with questions and queries from those present.  

 

In summary, the residents were generally unhappy with the proposal and generally happy with the 

alternative idea of a roundabout.  They are unhappy with the Howick Street pedestrian crossing 

and the two lanes of traffic entering High Street from Howick Street.  The questions, queries and 

some responses are listed here.  For ease of reading, they have been grouped into sections and 

listed alphabetically.  

 

Crossing guard 
1. How does the crossing guard operate the new crossing?   

2. The residents and representatives present expressed concerns that with school children 

coming from both directions on both sides of the road, while the crossing guard is stopping 

traffic and directing children across to one side of the road, how are they to control the 

children on the other side of the road? 

Response from DIER:  the crossing guard stops one lane of traffic at a time, with the 

traffic stopped in two stages.  The issues with the existing crossing were raised by the 

crossing guard who reported near misses.  

 

Crossing Howick Street - safety issue 
1. Safety issues were raised regarding Howick Street - all residents as well as representative 

of ratepayers association and Tasmanian Motor Cycle Inc raised a concern with the 

pedestrian crossing in Howick Street in particular the lack of sight distance and the lack of 

awareness from drivers.  The second concern was with the two lanes of traffic entering 

High Street from Howick Street, with the main concern being with the right turning lane.  
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2. The issue was also raised that young children are not trained and unpredictable - the 

residents do not want an accident happening for something feasible to be done.  

 

Howick Street junction 
1. Suggestions were made for controlling this intersection. 

2. The possibility of bringing back a merging lane 

3. This option is not acceptable in an urban area as vehicles need to be at a right angle to turn 

into traffic, if a merging lane is in place then vision is unacceptable. 

 

Pedestrian fence 

1. There is concern with having children within the island, inside the pedestrian fence.  A 

representative of the ratepayers association is concerned with this being like having the 

children inside a steel cage. 

 

Questions 
Where in the Australian Standards is the design of such an island covered? 

Response from council:  the Australian Standards does not cover the design of such an island.  

The design of this island would be covered in AustRoads.  

 

Resident views 

Residents want to ensure that whatever solution is chosen, it is the correct option.  They don't 

want money to be wasted on something that is incorrect and have the same issues as on 

Penquite Road and Normanstone Road in the past.  

 

Suggestions from residents 
1. Make traffic understand and respect the crossing by reducing the speed in the area.   

2. Alternative location of the crossing further towards city  

Response from DIER:  alternative solutions have been looked at but this solution was 

deemed the simplest, easiest and most cost effective.  

3. That flashing orange lights be installed to warn approaching traffic there is a crossing 

ahead.  
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4. Have a second lollypop person or possibly even a third one at the Howick Street pedestrian 

crossing.  

5. A roundabout proposal was raised. 

Response from DIER:  a roundabout was suggested in the past and put forward to 

council with the proposal rejected.  

While this proposal  might solve traffic issues, it would not solve the issues with 

pedestrian movements with the current solution a more cost effective and simpler 

solution than a roundabout.  

6. A roundabout would also be impracticable, due to close proximity of roundabout at the 

High/David Street intersection, could result in queues backing up to the second 

roundabout.  

7. Install a zebra crossing in Howick Street. 

Response from DIER:  This had been deemed a bad solution due to past experiences 

because pedestrians assume they have right of way and that vehicles will always stop, 

however, drivers are not always paying full attention and could drive right through a 

crossing.  

 

 

Council action from this meeting 
Refer to the results of this meeting and review the current solution; respond to all parties once a 

decision has been made.  

 

April 2014  
Council in consultation with DIER is currently investigating the signalisation of the High 
Street / Howick Street junction which would incorporate signalled crossings for 
pedestrians of High Street and Howick Street.  

 


